Abstract. On a bounded domain U in Rd containing the origin, probability measures p which have a density w with respect to Lebesgue measure and satisfy h(0) = Jhdp for every bounded harmonic function on U are studied. A domain U is constructed such that infw(í/) = 0 for any such measure. (This solves a problem proposed by A. Cornea.) If, however, U has smooth boundary, then p having a density w e !¥°°(U) which is bounded away from zero on U can be constructed. On the other hand, for arbitrary U it is always possible to choose a strictly positive w 6 W°°(U) tending to zero at dU .
Introduction
Let U be a bounded domain in Rd, d > 2, and 0 e U. There are many positive measures p on U such that p(U) > 0 and holds for every A e %\>(U), the set of bounded harmonic functions on U. For various purposes, such measures were investigated, e.g., in [CD, Fl, FL, Ga, Hi, Sm, Za] .
If desired, p can be chosen to be absolutely continuous with respect to Lebesgue measure X on U, say, p = wX. (Indeed, take, e.g., w = 1/X(B) on a ball B contained in U and w = 0 elsewhere in U.)
In a discussion during the International Conference on Potential Theory (Nagoya, 1990), A. Cornea raised the problem whether there always exists a function w fulfilling (*) that is bounded away from zero on U.
A counterexample constructed in §2 of this paper provides a negative solution to this problem. Our domain U is regular for the Dirichlet problem, and, actually, its boundary behaves badly near a single point only. It turns out that the problem is related to the integrability of positive harmonic functions on U with respect to X. Section 3 contains positive results: There always exists a strictly positive w e 87°°((7) satisfying (*). If, moreover, the boundary of U is smooth enough (e.g., of class ^x+e), then a function w e W°°(U) that is bounded away from zero can be produced. The latter result is based on [Wi] .
A COUNTEREXAMPLE
For z e Rd and r > 0 denote Br(z) = {z' e Rd: \\z' -z\\ < r}. For H€NU{0} let y" = (2-",0,...,0), x" = (yn+y"+l)/2, r" = 2-"-2, exp(-42"+1) ifd = 2, 4-á/(rf-2)(«+i) l{d>2, In <"(*)<* "ln"f" -^ < 4 finIV <4
The measure px := e¿ -exvuV" is supported by the boundary of the connected component of U \V" containing x. Defining A" := V" n Wn we hence know that px(V") = px(A"). General properties of balayage (see [BH, p. 317] ) imply that exu(V") < px(V") and px(A") < ex"(X) (of course, one could just as well use the boundary minimum principle to obtain these inequalities).
Since ei"(X) < RA"(x) < R*'(x) < 4~dn , we conclude that_e^(F") < 4~dn .
Choose fn e W(dU) such that 0 < fn < 4dn , fn = 0 on ZV" , and /" = 4dn
on Ln = dVn\ (Brn/4(yn) U Brn/4(yn+x)). Denoting Dn = Vn \ (Br"/2(yn) U Brn/2(y"+l)), g" = HV"1L"
we get (using the invariance properties of harmonic functions) L gn dX > aßrd .
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Since Hufn > 4dng" on V" by the minimum principle, we obtain that / Hvfn dX > 4dn f gndX> aß2dO-V .
Ju Jd"
On the other hand, for every n e N, Hufn(x)<4dnexu(V")<l, finishing the proof. G Obviously, (2.1) implies the existence of a harmonic function A > 0 on U which is not integrable (it suffices to choose A" e H+(U) such that hn(xo) = 1, jvhndX > 2", and to take A = £^Li 2_"A"). In fact, our proof yields a family (Ua)a>o of regular subdomains of U such that Uß C Ua for all 0 < a < /?<oo, C\a>QUa = {0}, \Ja>0dUa = U\{0}. Proof. If U is regular, it suffices to consider g = Gu(0, •) (Gu being the Green function for U) and to define Ua = {g > a} . Indeed, since limx_z g(x) = 0 for every z e dU, we know that dUa c U, g = a on dUa. In particular, Ua is regular, since g -a is a barrier for the points of dUa. If W were a connected component of Ua not containing 0 then g = a on d W, hence g = aon IP by the minimum principle, thus W n Ua = 0, a contradiction. So Ua is connected.
In the general case we take an open ball IPo = Br(0) such that Wq c U and define Ua = Br/a(0), a>l.
Moreover, we choose an increasing sequence (W¡) of domains in U suchthat
Wj c Wj+X and lVj+x \ Wj is regular for all ; > 0, U~o WJ = u « and define t = 2~J, j = 0, 1,2,..., U {HWj+AWldWi > V+Xt -1}, 2-(>+')<r< 2-i, j = 0,1,2,....
H-A
Arguing similarly as before it is easily verified that the family (Ua)a>o has the desired properties. (The sequence (Wj) can be obtained in the following way: Take an increasing sequence (Kn) of connected compact sets such that IJ^Li K-n = U. Suppose that j e N and a domain Wj-X satisfying 0 e Wj-i c U has already been chosen. Take Proof. Choose a family (Ua)a>o according to (3.1), and fix a radially symmetriĉ ""-function T>0onl1' such that {t > 0} = 5.(0) and jRd xdX = 1. For y e U put p(y) = \ disX(y, ZU) and define
Of course, xy is a W°°-function on Rd , {t > 0} = Bp(y)(y), and jRd xy dX = 1. Thus v tends to 0 at dU. Moreover, given a > 0, there exists 0 < ß < a such that dist(x, W) < dist(x, Ua) for all x e U \Uß. Taking m e N such that am < ß we know that, for all n > m, wan = 0 on C/a . This shows that u e ff°°(U).
If A e ßt\(U) such that A(0) = 0 then clearly JvhvdX = 0. Finally, we define w = (Ju v dX)~xv . Then, for every A 6 3%(U), [ hwdX= [ (h -h (0) Note that i/o = U. As proven in [Wi, p. 27 
